encountered in comic or facetious literature throughout the sixteenth century. This distinction lies in the philosophical justification for the Cynics' disgraceful performance. Whether sixteenth-century writers acknowledge them or not, the possible ethical motivations for Diogenes' bizarre behaviour always underlie his acts. Shamelessness is one of Diogenes' most devastating heuristic strategies for shocking his contemporaries into re-evaluating social norms. By making his body the centre of attention, Diogenes constantly reminds his audience of the physical constraints of their existence. He thereby engages in what Bakhtin calls the 'drama of bodily life', invoking the 'bodily material principle', which is universal.6 Since all people are embodied, jokes or obscenity that derive from the body are sure-fire subversive techniques. Diogenes' authority or licence comes from his performative use of his body, which simultaneously demonstrates his exemption from civilized values and his commitment to nature.7 The danger of Diogenes' performance derives from the inevitable association of bodily control with social control. The Cynics blur the boundaries of the body by focusing their audience's attention on the fluids and gases that pass from and between bodies. The Cynics' activities are abominable because they confuse the categories between man and beast. Cynic dirtiness threatens and pollutes the normal order of things.8
Shameless Cynic performance gives rise to diverse reactions in the sixteenth century, ranging from disgust to playfulness. However, none of the texts nor any of the authors of the sixteenth century are Cynical themselves in that they do not join Diogenes in advocating a reversal of the social order by returning to nature, although Montaigne comes close.9 Narrating a story about masturbating in public is not the same as masturbating in public. However, tracing sixteenthcentury responses to the provocative performance of the ancient Cynics is bound to highlight some of the ways in which writers thought about vice, virtue, nature, obscenity, and the body.
As if to prove that some medieval attitudes towards the Cynics persisted into the sixteenth century, Gabriel Du Preau's dictionary of heresies, De vitis, sectis, et dogmatibus omnium haereticorum (I569), in its article on Turlupins, reproduces an attack on Cynic shamelessness drawn from one of Jean de Gerson's late fourteenth-century sermons. Gerson was more concerned with refuting a contemporary cult than with ancient philosophy. By 1569, however, further evidence of the Cynics' foul behaviour had come to light through the dissemination of Diogenes Laertius, hence Du Preau feels the need to produce his own entry on the ancient Dogs: Au surplus, poursuivant a parler du mariage des Toiioupinambaoults, autant que la vergogne le pourra porter, j'afferme contre ce qu'aucuns ont imagine que les hommes d'entre eux, gardant l'honntetet de nature, n'ayant jamais publiquement la compagnie de leurs femmes, sont en cela non seulement a preferer a ce vilain Philosophe Cynique, qui, trouve sur le fait, au lieu d'avoir honte, dit qu'il plantait un homme; mais qu'aussi ces boucs puants qu'on ouit de notre par-deca, ne sont point caches pour commettre leurs vilenies, sont sans comparaison plus infames qu'eux. The idea that Diogenes' followers gave up on outdoor intercourse is drawn from Augustine, whose theological arguments Bouchet renders facetiously. The topic of impotence is clearly well suited to such treatment. On the other hand, Cynic shamelessness, which might appear to be ideally adapted for facetious literature, is an uneasy presence owing to its inherent seriousness. This is partly apparent from the fact that Bouchet joins Augustine in refusing to countenance Cynic sex. Acknowledging the full force of the Dogs is no joke, so Bouchet seeks to keep them on the leash. The other reference to Cynic shamelessness in Les Serees features a 'Fesse-tondue' who had been 'escholier en l'eschole des Cyniques'. The joke here is that it is hard to imagine a less academic school than Cynicism, but this joke could in itself be seen as part of an unwitting attempt to render the Cynics more conventional. The Cynic in Les Serees points out that the Roman law permitting unembarrassed farting is made redundant by Cynicism, according to which 'on ne craindroit nullement de faire les choses naturelles' (p. 123). Such an unexpectedly serious philosophical point sits uncomfortably with a characteristically facetious handling of the subject of breaking wind, and misses the point that ancient Cynicism invariably combines humour and philosophy.
The discomfort caused by attempting to squeeze Cynic shamelessness into a facetious frame is more clearly demonstrated in Cholieres's Matinees (1585) and Apresdisnees (1587), which are similar in form and content to Les Serees. The ninth and final 'Matinee' is devoted to a well-worn topic in both comic and serious works: 'De la trefve conjugale: En quel temps n'est loisible au mary de toucher conjugalement sa femme'.2" The two main speakers of the dialogue are Dominique, whose wife is refusing him sex, and Theodat, who attempts to demonstrate to an increasingly exasperated Dominique that there are times when couples should put sexual relations on hold. Dominique bemoans his temporary celibacy through a series of licentious metaphors: he cannot fire off his cannon, he has the key but is not allowed to put it in the lock, and so on. Cholieres delights in such euphemisms, which also play a large part in Theodat's attempt to persuade Dominique that 'la retention de la semence Cholieres claims that the source for this anecdote is one of Agathias's Epigrams, written in the sixth century AD. This is misleading, however, for although the final witticism is featured in Agathias, it and the other significant details of the passage are in fact drawn from Galen, On the Affected Parts, which Cholieres renders facetiously. This is seen most clearly in his considerable addition of lewd metaphors, none of which is present in Galen. Cholieres's ascription of the anecdote to Agathias is both a joke on over-credulous readers (the story about Diogenes is rather long for an epigram) and a way of flaunting his learning, by referring to Agathias's little-known work. The passage concerning Diogenes in Galen was, however, very well known in the sixteenth century, particularly in medical works. Galen's argument that Diogenes' use of masturbation was for sound medical reasons is a serious one which early modern writers found hard to swallow. For example, Abraham Zacuto refuses to believe that Diogenes' practice constitutes an example of self-control, and Rodrigo a Castro goes still further in maintaining that the Cynic was extremely bad, since the act of masturbation is a disgusting one. Winifred Schleiner has shown that masturbation was not an easy topic to address within Renaissance medical works, and even in situations where release of sperm is recommended, a euphemistic code word is used.23 While medical writers used euphemism to shelter their more innocent readers from potentially corrupting material, Cholieres employs the same technique for comic effect. None the less, such euphemistic treatment of the subject of masturbation by facetious and serious authors alike indicates that it, and by extension Diogenes' performance, were troubling. Although not completely taboo, there is a sense in which Diogenes' masturbation is beyond the pale in comic as well as in didactic discourses. ture': acknowledging the fact that he is violating a taboo would have ruined the joke.26 Brantome offers a syllogism: the telos or 'perfection' of love is to 'jouir', 'jouir' can only be achieved through touching, therefore touch (and not sight or hearing) is a necessary condition of love. This involves the joke that sex for one is the equal of sex for two. Brantome's paradox here mirrors that of Diogenes' shocking yet comic performance. Diogenes is characterized as being a 'badin fat', that is to say he is both foolish and like a fool. Diogenes has fool's licence to behave in shocking and disgusting ways. This licence is earned through wit, and there is a sense in which Brantome can himself be said to gain it in this extract. However, neither Diogenes' performance nor Brantome's playful presentation of it is merely comic. The joke in Brantome is ultimately disconcerting since it unsettles assumptions about the nature of sexual appetites and their satisfaction in much the same way as Diogenes' performance challenges conventional morality by forcing his audience to ask themselves why it is acceptable to satiate hunger publicly, but not sexual desire.
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